
Maths  
In Maths this week we have been revising 
decimals.A decimal is a number expressed in 
the scale of tens. Commonly speaking we talk 
about decimals when numbers include a 
decimal point to represent a whole number 
plus a fraction of a whole number (tenths, 
hundredths, etc.). A decimal point is a point 
or dot used to separate the whole part of a 
number from the fractional part of a number. 

  
The children worked out equivalent fractions 
and decimals (for example: knowing that 0.71 
= 71/100). They learned about thousandths and 
knew that they are represented in the third 
column after the decimal point (0.001 = one 
thousandth = 1/1000). The children rounded 
decimals with three decimal places to the 
nearest whole number and to one decimal 
place and they put a set of decimals in order 
from smallest to largest. For example: 
 0.9 0.19 0.6 0.78 0.412 0.52 
The children multiplied and divided numbers 
by 10, 100 and 1000 (for example: 65 ÷ 100, 5 ÷ 
1000, 4.3 x 100, etc.) by moving the number 
the left or right (depending on whether it is 
multiplication or division).the decimal point 
stays in the same place. The number of places 
they move depends on the number of zeros in 
the number being calculated with. 

 

English 
In English , we started analysing the 
characters in ‘The Princess’ Blanket’. In 
Grammar, we have been learning about the use 
of formal and informal language in writing. 
The main thing to remember is that both are 
correct, it is just a matter of tone and setting. 
Formal English is used mainly in academic 
writing and business communications, whereas 
Informal English is casual and is appropriate 
when communicating with friends and th0se 
close to us. The children should choose their 
style of writing keeping in mind who they are 
writing to.  We looked at the use of phrasal 
verbs as a form of informal language.  Phrasal 
verbs consist of a verb plus a preposition. The 
preposition can change the meaning of the 
verb completely, e.g.:     

 
 

Homework 
This week, our homework is spellings, a sheet 
of Maths to revise our learning about 
decimals, a short reading comprehension and 
a grammar revision worksheet. 

Dates for your diary: 
19.1.22:Year 6 Class Collective Worship -9.00 am 
25.1.22: PTFA Cinema Night -3.15pm – 5.30pm  
8.2.22:Safer Internet Day 
11.2.22:PTFA Quiz Night– 7.30pm – 10.00pm 
14-18.2.22: Half Term 
 
To support Loveworks, this term we are 
running our ‘A Tin A Week’ project again.  We 
are asking that each family bring a tin of food 
into school each week. Tins will be collected 
and will be taken to Love Works. Items which 
are particularly needed include: tins of meat, 
cereals, jam, pasta sauce, tins of fruit, tins of 
vegetables, coffee, small bags of sugar and rice. 
 
 
 
 

 

Year 6 Homework  Letter 

7-01-22 

Welcome back and a happy, prosperous 2022 to each and every one of you! 

Mr Peluso and I would like to take this 

opportunity to thank you all for our generous 
gifts for Christmas. 
Have a great weekend!   
Regards, 
Mrs Cox and Mr Peluso 
 



                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


